How has the de-risking market evolved?
Insurer activity – buy-in and buy-out volumes
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Hunting PLC
£110m pensioner buy-in

First pensioner buy-in
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Cable & Wireless
£1bn pensioner buy-in
Thorn
£1.1bn full buy-out
Babcock International
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£1.1bn of longevity swaps
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GSK
£900m pensioner buy-in
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Turner & Newall
£1.1bn PPF+ buy-out
Uniq
£830m PPF+ buy-out
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£680m full buy-out
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£1.5bn full buy-out
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ICI Pension Fund
£3.9bn across three buy-ins
BT
£16bn longevity swap
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Philips Pension Fund
£2.4bn full buy-out
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ICI Pension Fund
£2.7bn across five buy-ins
Rolls-Royce
£1.1bn full buy-out
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Source: Insurance company data. *Includes H1 2016 insurer data plus publicly disclosed transactions to end of November 2016.
We expect total buy-in and buy-out volumes for 2016 to exceed £8.5bn.
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